**Importance of My presentation on Pakistan studies**

I was invited by the department of religious studies, Florida International University, Miami to present a paper in their International conference on Islamic Banking & Finance which was held on April 6 & 7, 2015. There were number of other scholars from different countries of the world. The theme of this conference was to analyze the Islamic banking & finance in developing countries and how it is affecting the economic growth of those countries. I decided to choose Pakistan as a case study. In my presentation i discussed and presented my findings on how Islamic banking is growing in Pakistan? What are the major issues that are being faced by Islamic banks; it’s present and future aspects of growth & presented suggestions on how we can fully utilize it to provide benefits to common people of Pakistan.

I discussed and appreciated the efforts of AIPS in bringing the positive image of Pakistan in world by sponsoring such events & granting travel grants to Pakistani scholars to present Pakistan at global forums.

In the end i sincerely thank you to AIPs and its sponsors for helping me to participate in conference. I thoroughly enjoyed and learned allot in my travel.
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